
Wouldn’t it have been cool to have been a fly on the wall at creation listening in on the
conversations between the Persons of the Godhead as they spoke the universe into
being? One of the most interesting acts of creation to observe would have been the
decision to make mankind, male and female, in Their image with the resulting
pronouncement that creation was very good.

             Why create man in God’s image?

             Why only create man as the image bearers of God?

INTRODUCTION

We have, through scripture, God sharing just enough details for us to have some glimpse
of the answers to these sorts of questions. In John 17, as Jesus begins His priestly prayer,
He asks the Father to glorify Him, as the Son, so the Son may glorify the Father (v1). Jesus
affirms that He and the Father have shared glory eternally from the past, even “before the
world existed” (v5). One of those observations as a fly (yes, flies were created before man;
therefore, a fly could have been there) would have been to see that the Father, Son, and
Spirit have always existed eternally in relationship with One Another. One of the aspects of
Their existence is to glorify each other. Everything God does glorifies Him and there is
nothing He does that does not glorify Him.

Then, it is not surprising to consider man was created to glorify God. Therefore, one
aspect of being image bearers is man lives in relationship with God and with other people.
God created us with the capacity to knowingly glorify Him in order to reflect His glory
(Psalm 8:5; Isaiah 43:6-7; 1 Corinthians 10:31; Colossians 1:16). We, like Jesus, glorify God as
we obediently engage in His good works given to us to accomplish His will and plan:

BIBILICAL MATERIAL 
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In the same way, let your light shine before others, so that they may see your good works and
give glory to your Father who is in heaven. - Matthew 5:16

For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared
beforehand, that we should walk in them. - Ephesians 2:10

Keep your conduct among the Gentiles honorable, so that when they speak against you as
evildoers, they may see your good deeds and glorify God on the day of visitation. - 1 Peter 2:12



LIVING SENT
Week One: The People Business 

Read the referenced passages and do a deeper dive with each one (observation,
interpretation, application). If in a group setting, assign verses to sub-groups.

Read Genesis 1:26-31 as background to the creation of man.

Open a discussion to consider how often we connect our relationships to fulfilling
God’s command to always glorify Him. Do not only consider your closest friends. Also
consider those that you may simply have casual or spontaneous encounters with.

How might the Lord be guiding you to change so you may grow in seeing your life in
Christ as being in "The People Business"?

Glorifying God will always involve some relational component (with God and/or people).
Consider this truth, individually or in your group setting, utilizing the following points of
discussion. 

LIFE APPLICATION 
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So, what about our work? If Jesus’ work glorified the
Father, what work of ours is the greatest glory to
God? It is similar to the work of Jesus. In Luke 4:43,
Jesus declares, "I must preach the good news of the
kingdom of God to the other towns (people) as well;
for I was sent for this purpose." John records in his
gospel 33 times that Jesus shares He had been sent
by His Father. In John 20:21, Jesus tells His disciples,
“as the Father has sent me, even so I am sending
you.” It's hard to separate the purpose of preaching
the good news or sharing the gospel with people
from our purpose, or missionary task, of bringing
glory to God.

MISSIONARY TASK RELEVANCY

We have a greater chance of our lives reflecting God's glory if we we focus on living for
our relationship with God, through faith in His Son, that is also shared in the myriad of
relationships we have with others. As followers of Christ, we should be in "The People
Business" as image bearers of God for the glory of God.



The average American knows about 600 people. You have approximately 12 social interactions per
day. Human interactions have significant importance in our everyday life. Beyond these statistics,
there seems to be evidence of medical benefits of socialization: like better mental health. It can
lighten your mood and make you feel happier. It can lower your risk of dementia. It also promotes
a sense of safety, belonging, and security. It could be said that social interactions are vital to a
healthy existence. 

While there are physical benefits of interactions with others, we must also think of the spiritual
benefits. Developing relationships allows us to confide in each other. It is also the best way to
share the gospel. People do not care about what you know until they know that you care. It’s like
the Lord knew the importance of healthy relationships when He told us that there was no
commandment greater.

INTRODUCTION

We’ve all heard the famous words “[love] your neighbor as yourself” (Luke 10:27). The command
to love one’s neighbor as oneself comes originally from Leviticus 19:18, which says, “You shall not
take vengeance or bear a grudge against the sons of your own people, but you shall love your
neighbor as yourself: I am the Lord.” The Jews of Jesus’ day would largely have understood their
“neighbor” to be their fellow Israelites. But God has a broader definition in mind. Loving one’s
neighbor is more than simply loving those who are like us and who can love us in return.

In Luke 10, in a moment of sarcasm, a scribe asked Jesus a question — Who is my neighbor? Jesus
replied to the scribe with the parable of the good samaritan (Luke 10:30-37). In the parable, we see
a man traveling from Jerusalem to Jericho who is attacked and left for dead on the side of the
road. Two Jews, a priest and a Levite, both of whom should have known and followed God’s law,
failed to show love to their fellow Israelite in need. They saw the man and passed him by. However,
along came a Samaritan (a person generally disdained by the Jews because of cultural and
religious differences). Yet, it was the Samaritan who stopped to help the injured man. Jesus asked
the scribe which of the three passersby was a neighbor to the injured man. “The expert in the law
replied, ‘The one who had mercy on him.’

Our neighbor is thus anyone in our proximity with whom we can share God’s love and mercy. 

We are called to love beyond those who are similar to us or with whom we are comfortable. We
are called to love all whom God places in our path. Romans 13:10 tells us — “Love does no wrong to
a neighbor; therefore love is the fulfilling of the law.” In fact, Jesus goes further and says, “I tell you,
love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you….” (Matthew 5:44–48). God shows love
to all people and, as His children, we are commanded to do the same. 

BIBILICAL MATERIAL 
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LIVING SENT
Week Two: Knowing Your

Neighbors

Read Luke 10:25-37. What emotion caused the Samaritan to help the man in need?

How does compassion lead us to love our neighbor? 

Tell a story of a time you had compassion for someone else. Describe that feeling. 

Is there a person in your path you are not loving because you are not having compassion on
them? Put another way, have you hardened your heart towards someone that needed you
lately? What emotion caused you to make that decision? 

Read Luke 9:23-25. What is Jesus’ command to his disciples? What is Jesus’ promise to his
disciples? 

Read Luke 10:1-12. This passage models building gospel centered relationships in a new town.
Are there non-christians in your life that are peaceful with you? How can you direct those
relationships towards a gospel conversation?

Tip: Remember, we lead into relationships with the gospel. This is not meant to be
manipulation. We are forward with our intentions to share the gospel with people. 

In Luke 10:9, Jesus commands the disciples to meet physical needs and spiritual needs. How
can you meet the physical needs of the people in your path in order to share the gospel with
them? (Be specific to your particular life circumstances.) 

As a group, create a relationship building goal to meet before next week’s gathering. Hold each
other accountable throughout the week to meet this goal. 

This life application is simple. Examine your everyday life. With whom will it be most natural to
share the gospel with? Actual neighbors? Colleagues? Recreational teammates? Is there a new
believer you could disciple and encourage to share their faith with someone else? Zone in and
determine resources to use among those you are trying to reach. The challenge is to sow as many
gospel seeds as possible in the community God has placed you in.

LIFE APPLICATION 
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The greatest way to show love and mercy to your neighbor is to
introduce them to Jesus. This is why it is important to know your
neighbor and build relationships with the people God has placed
in your path. Get to know their culture, research their worldview
and their learning styles, or craft conversations about the gospel
in a way that they will understand. 

MISSIONARY TASK RELEVANCY



Here in rural North Carolina, we’re familiar with hospitality – specifically, Southern hospitality.
Perhaps you’ve enjoyed being the host with the most. Your desire is for every guest to feel
welcome – like family. Or you’ve been on the receiving end of this display of hospitality. There was
freshly brewed SWEET tea, front porch sittin’, unhurried conversation, a home-cooked meal, an
indulgent dessert, and a plethora of goodbyes including, “Y’all come back now, ya hear”. Sound
familiar? You may even be living this scenario right now if you’re walking through this study in a
group setting. While there’s nothing wrong with this picture, let’s take a deeper dive into biblical
hospitality.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of hospitality is introduced very early in Genesis, by God, as he welcomes Adam
(mankind) into his own perfect creation. This portrait of welcoming hospitality is continually
modeled throughout the Old Testament. Abraham welcomes strangers to rest after their long
journey (Genesis 18:2-8). Elijah receives the hospitality of the widow of Zarephath (1 Kings 17-18).
Elisha is hosted by the Shunammite woman (2 Kings 4).

Hospitality became central to the identity of God’s people as they were reminded of the hospitality
that had been shown to them. Leviticus 19:34 commands, “You shall treat the stranger who
sojourns with you as the native among you, and you shall love him as yourself, for you were
strangers in the land of Egypt.” This commandment is echoed in Deuteronomy 10:19. Later, God’s
prophets remind Israel and Judah that they will be judged based on their care for the widow, the
orphan, and the stranger – that is, by the degree to which they provide outsiders the privileges
that naturally belong to those who are part of their community.

In the New Testament, Jesus practiced hospitality and received it from others. Eating with sinners
and tax collectors was more than simply sharing a meal. Jesus was identifying with them and
bringing them into his community. Jesus feeding the five thousand (Luke 9:10-17) was an
astonishing, miraculous, and compassionate act of hospitality. The disciples wanted to send the
huge crowd away to seek provision for themselves, but Jesus told the disciples to feed these
strangers – to treat them as if they are insiders, part of their community.

The following New Testament passages contain the word hospitality (in the ESV): Romans 12:13; 1
Timothy 5:10; Hebrews 13:2; and 1 Peter 4:9. These verses reveal that hospitality is both action and
affection. It is both receiving and loving a stranger. Hospitality without love is not biblical
hospitality. 1 Peter 4:9 tells us to “show hospitality to one another without grumbling”.

Biblical hospitality is the glad welcome of the stranger. It is engaging the stranger with both our
hands and our hearts.

BIBILICAL MATERIAL 
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Week Three: Hospitality God's Way 
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LIVING SENT
Week Three: Hospitality God's Way

Pray that our hospitable God would provide you joy in demonstrating his character to others.
Start simple by spontaneously inviting someone to your home to eat a meal after church.
Identify people who would be encouraged by an offer of hospitality and then make it happen –
more than once!

As you seek to grow in hospitality, consider these strategies: 

If you've been a recipient of hospitality, whether from a believer or not, discuss your experience. 

Read the following NT passages (previously referenced) containing the word hospitality and
discuss practical life application: Romans 12:9-13; Hebrews 13:1-2; and 1 Peter 4:8-10

What other biblical examples or stories of hospitality come to your mind? Discuss the character
and heart of the one offering hospitality. Also discuss the effect that hospitality may have had on
the recipient.

What challenges do you face when it comes to offering hospitality to a stranger?

Read Matthew 25:31-46. Let these words of Jesus sink in. While we aren't saved by our works, we
know that a life in Christ is filled with fruit and evidence of good works. We discussed two weeks
ago that our works are meant to show God's glory to others. How does offering hospitality to the
stranger reflect the gospel and show God's glory to others? 

Hospitality goes hand-in-hand with generosity. It will cost you of your time, money, and/or energy.
Sacrifice may likely be involved. Knowing this, how can you practice hospitality (and generosity)
"without grumbling", and with a joyful heart, as stated in 1 Peter 4:9?

Brainstorm a list of simple ways that you can practice hospitality. Get creative! Not every act of
hospitality has to be a home-cooked meal.

LIFE APPLICATION 
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We see in the New Testament that hospitality became a
basis for evangelism in the early church. In ancient Rome,
hospitality was typically shown for people of great earthly
importance. But believers in the early church began to
extend hospitality to all, even to the least.

As we discuss and develop relationship building, we must not
forget hospitality to the least – to the stranger. May we do as
Jesus did and cultivate a reputation of love and hospitality that
leads to gospel conversations and Kingdom growth. 

MISSIONARY TASK RELEVANCY



LIVING SENT
Week Four: Invites + Follow-Ups

In 2008, Southern California pastor Larry Osborne wrote a book called Sticky Church.
Going beyond denominational boundaries, its premise is that every church has a front and
back door, metaphorically speaking. Without a personal connection, people will likely not
stay in church. They will walk in for a Sunday or two, and walk out a few weeks later.

             THEY SIMPLY DON'T STICK. 

Larry’s thesis is profoundly simple: if you want folks to stay around, you must be sticky.
We know people often come to church before they come to Christ. And therefore, we
must work hard on shutting the back door, take every opportunity to make a relational
touch as eternity hangs in the balance. May those seeking God never say of us, “No one
ever called, no one ever asked.” Because every Sunday is someone’s first Sunday.

INTRODUCTION

You have to love the scene in John 1, as Jesus calls his first disciples. In verse 46, John
records, “Nathanael said to [Philip], ‘Can anything good come out of Nazareth?’ Philip said
to [Nathanael], ‘Come and see.’” That’s just it. Whether you’re inviting people to church, or
inviting them to Christ (or both!), you are asking them to “come and see.” What is more,
and don’t miss this, Philip went with Nathaniel to see Jesus. He said in affect, “Come on, I’ll
go with you.” You attract more bees with honey!

Taking that posture can reap eternal dividends in people’s lives. Relationships truly make
all the difference, and therefore invitations and follow-ups are often the two hinges upon
which the gospel door swings. Just think about it: How did you become a Christian? It’s
likely that someone invited you to church, began talking with you about Jesus, and then
consistently followed up with you.

But we also do well to remember that the Lord is doing some inviting himself. His Spirit is
on the move going before us to work in the hearts of the people we meet (cf. Lydia in Acts
16:14). The apostle John later records in the final words of Revelation, “The Spirit and the
Bride say, ‘Come,’” (Rev. 22:17). God is inviting people to his Son by way of his Holy Spirit
(John 16:8-11). And he has so determined to use his people as the human means of such an
invitation. Trust that the Lord is working and is always on time. You never know what God
did yesterday in the life of the person standing in front of you.

BIBILICAL MATERIAL 
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LIVING SENT
Week Four: Invites + Follow-Ups

Building relationships is pre-evangelism. It’s the work of
cultivating relational soil so that gospel seeds can be
planted, watered, and brought to harvest (1 Cor. 3:6). If a
person is ever going to meet the living Lord Jesus, they
will first have to meet one of his disciples. 

The gospel runs on the rails of friendships, conversations,
meetings, dialogue, and real life connection. Evangelism
not only requires an open mouth, but an open life. Take
time to invest in people as others have invested in you.

MISSIONARY TASK RELEVANCY

Describe an experience when someone invited you to join them in an activity or to an event.
What thoughts did you have? How did that make you feel?

Talk about the power of a personal invite. Why do you think “word of mouth” is still the best
outreach strategy? 

Why does mission precede (upstream from) ministry? Discuss the difference between a
“missional mind” and a “ministry mind.”

Are you a good listener? Are you observant? Why is it important to be relationally
conscientious of your surroundings, and situationally aware of who God is bringing into your
life?

Talk about “sticky church.” How can you help close the back door of your church?

What’s the easiest conversational topic for you: care, calendar, customs, or church? How can
you engage someone in that area? What has God already done to set this up for you?

Name a conversation, or a budding relationship that needs your direct attention. What
commitment can you make today to take a next step?

The Lord Jesus is as patient as he is persistent. Reflect upon his posture toward you, asking him to
give you the same towards others. Who do you need to see today with fresh eyes and a tender
heart? Building relationships is not a one-time thing. Rather, it’s a lifestyle. Ask the Lord to create a
relational capacity within you for gospel advancement. 

CHALLENGE: Take the initiative this week to invite someone to church, perhaps a friend or a
co-worker. For a bonus, follow up with a guest you've met at church and take them to lunch.

LIFE APPLICATION 
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Relationships. This has been the topic of conversation for the past four weeks. First, we reflected upon
the importance of people. Then, we discussed overcoming the challenges of getting to know our
neighbors. Next, we helped each other learn ways to become more hospitable. Last week, we were
challenged to be intentional in our conversations with others by inviting them to church and following
up on important areas of life.

This week, we are going to bridge the gap between building relationships and sharing the gospel with a
simple question: Who’s Your One? “Who’s Your One?” is a short way of asking, “Who is one non-
christian person that you are intentionally praying for and sharing the gospel?”

INTRODUCTION

LIVING SENT
Week Five: Who's Your One? 

In 2 Corinthians 5:16, the apostle Paul writes these words, “From now on, then, we do not know anyone
from a worldly perspective.” Let’s break this down. “From now on, then,….” This phrase creates a pivot
point in the life of every Christian. We all had a life before Christ. We did not believe the gospel. We
were not children of God. Yet, once we received salvation in Christ through faith in the gospel, we were
brought into the family of God. We were given abundant life. This is the pivot point Paul is speaking of:
enemies of God to children of God. This pivot point changes everything. 

“[W]e do not know anyone from a worldly perspective.” One area of life that changes, due to this pivot,
is our perspective. Specifically, it changes how we see people. We do not see people with the
perspective of the world. The world sees people as objects to get jobs done. The world sees people as
tools to get what it wants. The world sees people as traffic. 

In contrast, our salvation should cause us to look at people from a heavenly perspective. We have
already looked at one element of heaven’s perspective in week one: Image Bearers. People are made in
the image of God. Unfortunately, here the story makes a turn. Although we are all made in the image of
God, we have all rebelled against God. This makes us God’s enemies, as stated before. Yet, in His great
love for us, God has made a way for us to be reconciled with Him. Through faith in Jesus’ work on the
cross, we can mend our relationship with God. Now, there are only two categories of people from
heaven’s perspective: 1) People that are reconciled to God or 2) People that are not reconciled to God.
This could be said in another way: people looking forward to an eternity of hope or people looking to
an eternity of hell.

This is a sobering reality. From a worldly perspective, we can create various descriptions for people.
From a heavenly perspective, there are only two. This should change how we build relationships. Our
relationships should have eternity in mind. Therefore, let’s ask again, “Who’s your one?” It is very likely
we know someone far from God - someone living their life separated from the love of God shown
through Jesus Christ. Who is that person in your life and how are you intentionally engaging them with
the gospel?

BIBILICAL MATERIAL 
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LIVING SENT
Week Five: Who's Your One?

As stated before, this level of relational intentionality is the
bridge between making friends and living life on mission.
Relationships are the means by which the gospel is most
effectively spread. People do not care what you know until they
know that you care. From heaven’s perspective, gospel silence
is the most uncaring way we can treat our non-christian friends.
Who’s your one?

MISSIONARY TASK RELEVANCY

Have you applied any tips from the previous 4 sessions? How did it go?

What is your initial response to this session?

Are you more likely to view people through the grid of 2 Corinthians 5:16 or the grid of the world?
How could you strive to change your perspective to a 2 Corinthians 5:16 perspective? 

Take a piece of paper and map out your relationships as shown on the video. Do you have non-
christians in your relational web? 

If you do not, what are some ways you could intentionally meet non-christians for evangelistic
purposes? 

How do you build evangelistic relationships without making people projects? 

Who is your one? (Write down a list of everyone’s “one” and pray for them by name every time your
group gathers.)

As we turn our attention to application, let’s do some quick math. Imagine if 100 people took a who’s
your one challenge? (Selecting one person in their life to intentionally pray for and share the gospel.)
Imagine if half of their “ones” became Christians. We would now have 150 Christians among us. Now,
imagine if all 150 people took the challenge. Let’s say half of their “ones” became Christians. We would
now have 225 Christians. As you can see, this could happen over and over and over again. All this
through the power of one Christian being intentional with one person. This does not happen through
superstars. Jesus is the superstar. This happens through ordinary people living faithful lives. Are you
willing to let God use you? Let’s ask it again: Who’s Your One? 

WEEK FIVE CHALLENGE
In Luke 10:2, Jesus says, “The harvest is abundant, but the workers are few. Therefore pray to the Lord
of the harvest to send out workers into his harvest.”

Pull out your phone and set a daily alarm for 10:02am. When this alarm goes off, pray that God would
give you opportunities to share the gospel with your “one”. 

LIFE APPLICATION 
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